Test Your Knowledge #2
The theme of this puzzle is how well you know your breeds.
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ACROSS
3. Translates to “Little Captain” in Flemish

27. National dog of Cuba

5. Name means “monkey-like terrier” in

28. Oldest breed of dog native to North

German

7. Distinguished by its butterfly ears, for
which it is named

11. Considered a national treasure in Japan
12. Originally used in Afghanistan to hunt
hares and gazelles

14. Agile and trainable, they often appeared
in circuses in the early 20th century

16. A terrier often compared to sheep with
their soft curly coat

17. Medium-sized, double-coated spitz type
breed from Korea

23. Get their name from the German word
for nose for their most distinctive feature

24. Ancient Chinese royalty loved carrying
them tucked into the sleeves of their
royal robes

America

30. Large working dogs used by fisherman
in the Maritimes (Canada)

13. The only dog mentioned by name in the
Bible

15. Bred to fight badgers in their dens
18. Puppies are born pure white and
develop their spots as they grow older

19. Smallest of the German Spitz breeds

DOWN
1. Russian Wolfhound
2. Has amongst the strongest bite pressure
per square inch amongst dogs

4. Largest of the British Terriers and some
times called the “King of Terriers”

6. The only dog that can not bark
8. Originally bred to be a war dog
9. One of the smallest dogs in the Hounds
group

10. Hunting breed from the United States
used mainly to trail raccoons

20. Originally bred by a German tax collector
who used them for protection while he
went about his business

21. Large mastiff type breed from South
Africa that’s name translates to “farmer’s
dog” in Afrikaans

22. Only animal whose evidence is admissible in an American Court of Law

25. Hungarian cousin to the Great Pyrenees
26. National dog of Hungary and also
referred to as the Hungarian Pointer

29. The favoured pet in Tibetan Buddhist
monasteries

